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synopsis 
A discussion from first principles is given of the energy and entropy laws 

in electrochemical systems. It is found that it is possible to clarify such 
controversial concepts as the form of the second law and the role of the 
electrochemical potential in the systems concerned. 

1. Introduction. The correct formalism and interpretation of the 
thermodynamics of processes, in which electrical and chemical 
phenomena play a role, has been a controversial subject for a long 
time ‘) “). Recently, however, in the “thermodynamics of irreversible 
processes” it has been possible to clear up this matter “) *) “) “). It 
was shown that all relevant macroscopic equations can be written 
in the proper “local” form, i.e., as differential equations between 
quantities which are continuous functions of space and time varia- 
bles. The treatment permits the solution of problems such as writing 
down the first law for open systems ‘) (thus giving a clear definition 
of the various energy terms) and including the electromagnetic field 
in the general thermodynamic scheme “). It seems worthwhile to 
state ,and discuss a few general conclusions of physical importance, 
which can be drawn from the formalism. 

2. First law of thermodynamics for electrochemical systems. In its 
local form the law of conservation of total energy can ‘be written, for 
any system, 

az~,ol,,/at = - div J,,, (1) 
where u,,, v is the density of total energy, and J,, the corresponding 
flow density. 
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We now consider a system consisting of charged particles placed in 
an electromagnetic field, with electric field strength E and magnetic 
field strength H. For simplicity we consider a system without electric 
and magnetic polarization *). The density of total energy is then 
given by 

u tot,” = 21, + i!e v2 + ; F2 + HZ). 

The three terms on the right-hand side of (2) are the density of inter- 
nal energy, the density of macroscopic kinetic energy (Q is the mass 
density, v the barycentric velocity), and the localized energy of the 
(macroscopic) electromagnetic field. 

For a non-viscous medium the energy flow density will be of the 
form 

J, = zc,v + &+v + fiv + J, + S. (3) 

Here fi is the thermostatic pressure, J, the heat flow and S the flux 
of electromagnetic energy (Poynting vector). Thus equation (3) 
defines the heat flow J,. 

By means of the law of conservation of momentum and the Max- 
well field equations, one then deduces by straightforward transfor- 
mations a balance equation for.the internal energy u, 

%,/at = - div (U,V + pv + J,) + i * {E + c-‘v A H}, (4) 
(with i the irreversible electrical current) or alternatively, introdu- 
cing the internal energy per unit mass 14 = u,/Q, and substantial 
time derivatives d/dt = a/at + v - grad, 

duldt = dq/dt - p dvldt + i - {E + c-‘v A H}/e, (5) 
with dq/dt = Q-’ div J, the heat added per unit mass and v = Q-’ 
the specific volume of the system. 

Equation (5) is the local form of the first law of thermodynamics 
for electrochemical systems without polarization. The last term of 
(5) represents the amount of electromagnetic energy irreversibly 
transformed into internal energy. 

3. Second law o/thermodynamics for electrochemical systems. In the 
absence of a (macroscopic) electromagnetic field the second law 
(Gibbs’ equation) for a system of several (charged or uncharged) 
components is given by 

T dsldt = du/dt + p dvldt 7 C, ,uk dc,ldt, 

*) These latter cases are treated in references 4) 5) 6). 

(6) 
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where s is the entropy per unit mass, p the thermostatic pressure, /lk 
the chemical potential, and ck the mass fraction of component k. 

If the system is placed in an electromagnetic field, equation (6) 
will be unchanged in agreement with statistical theories : the entropy 
s will still be the same function of the internal energy zc, the specific 
volume v and the mass fractions ck, 

If one now calculates from (6) the entropy production for irrever- 
sible changes of the system using also (4) or (5) and the laws of con- 
servation of mass, it is found that the thermodynamic “force” acting 
on the kth charged component is at uniform temperature given by 

X, = ek {E + c-Iv A H} -grad ,u~, (7) 

where ek is the charge per unit mass of component k. 
Writing for the electric field E 

E= - grad q~ - c-’ aA/at, (8) 

where v and A are the scalar and the vector potentials, and introdu- 
cing the “electrochemical potential” 

PR = pk + ek % (9) 

equation (7) becomes 

X, = ek {C-IV A H - c-l aApt) - grad ,&. (10) 

In particular for an observer moving with the center of mass ve- 
locity and at the stationary state, this reduces to 

x, = - grad Sk. (11) 

For complete thermodynamical and mechanical equilibrium one 
therefore finds the well-known result that pk is uniform through- 
out the system. On the other hand according to (10) - grad ,& is 
only part of the “force” acting on the k-th component in the most 
general case. This is in agreement with the fact that the electro- 
magnetic and the thermodynamic contributions to this “force” 
cannot both be derived from a scalar potential. This point has al- 
ready been stressed “) “) and seems to be a strong argument against 
the exclusive use of the electrochemical potential. A “force” 
-grad ik could for instance never explain eddy currents in a 
variable magnetic field, which are entirely due to the term aA/%. 
It is therefore also obvious that a separation of ck into a chemical 
and an electrical part has a real physical significance, since according 
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to electromagnetic theory the two potentials v and A are closely 
related (see equation 8). 

4. Alternative form of the second law. Let us now introduce the 
energy G per unit mass of the system defined by 

ti = u + ep 

where e = C, ckek is the total charge per unit mass. 
(12) 

With (12) and (9), the definition of the electrochemical potential 
pR, the second law (6) can be rewritten in the equivalent form 

T dsldt = dG/dt + p dvldt - C, ,ii&Jdt - edyldt. (‘3) 

This form of the second law has been used by two of us “) in our second 
treatment of the thermodynamics of electrochemical systems. The 
thermodynamical “force” acting on the kth charged component 
deduced from ( 13) is still given by (7) or in special cases by ( II), as 
should be expected, since equations (6) and (13) are completely 
equivalent. In fact, this second method has only been introduced as 
a formal means of obtaining equations containing pR and e,rp as far 
as possible only in the combination pk. At the same time this mathe- 
matical transformation reveals that the entropy equation containing 
quantities G and ,& also contains the new term - e dF/dt. 

5. Conclusive remarks. Recently K e m p 2), in opposition to the 
point of view of the present authors, claims to have derived correct 
results from the equation 

T ds/dt = da/at + $J dvldt - C, l(lk dc,/dt. (14) 

The energy appearing in (14) is clearly our 27;, although K e m p ap- 
parently confuses this quantity with our U, the internal energy *): 

In connection with Kemp’s point of view, we would like to make 
the following remarks. 

a. It seems rather surprising that one should also arrive as K e m p 
states at the expressions (7) or (11) for the thermodynamic force 
from equation (14) which is equivalent neither with (6) nor with ( 13) 
(whatever the definition of K e m p’s energy). 

*) In K e m p’s own words: “the intrinsic energy I‘ does by definition include the totali- 
ty of the energy contained in the system, so that the addition of the term eq~ is tanta- 
mount to including the electrical energy tzuice over”. Thus Kemp’s u is our ; and not our 
internal energy, which by definition (cf. equation (2)) does not contain the (macroscopic) 
electric (or electromagnetic) energy. 
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b. According to K e m p: “Since the change in u is quite inde- 
pendent of the path followed, it is quite correct to apply this equa- 
tion (equation (6) or (14)) to any process whatever occurring in the 
system, reversible or irreversible”. However, the application of 
Gibbs’ equation to irreversible processes, i.e., outside equilibrium, is, 
from a macroscopic point of view, an assumption only to be justified 
by statistical methods. In fact it has been shown that the use of 
Gibbs’ equation is only a good approximation for “small” deviations 
from equilibrium *). 

c. Finally we would like to illustrate once more the importance 
of the term - e dp/dt in (13), as well as the paradoxical results 
arrived at with formula (14) (cf. also “)). 

We introduce the free energy densities 

f, = u, - Ts,, (15) 
1” = S,, - Ts,, (16) 

s,, = QS being the density of entropy. 
From (6), (13) and (14) we then deduce the corresponding formulae 

clfu = - s, CC’- + x, iuk @k, (64 

di = - s,, dT + ck pk &k + e e&h (134 

dh = - s, dT i- & ;k d&J/+ (144 

where ek is the density of component k. 
We now consider an isothermal reversible cycle. The potential is 

initially ~1 and the space charge e is zero. We first add to the unit of 
volume an amount dek of the k-th charged component. Then accord- 
ing to (6a), (13~) and (14~2) we find for the change in free energy 
.4f2 and Afu 

I. Of, = //Ok ,LC~ de, (6~)) AJ’ = /igk b’k + ekd ‘+‘k (*3a), 

AJ”, = /:“” (rll.k + ekd &k. (14@) 

The potential is now changed from q~ to a, + de, (either by moving 
the system into the field or by changing the external field). 

The respective changes in free energy are 

II. Af, = 0 (6n), Afu = ek Ag, Aek (13u), Afv = 0. (144 
The next step is to change the amount of the k-th component by 

- Aek so that 

111. Af,= L:gk illk ‘+k (64, AJ: = fiek {,‘h+ekb?‘+b’)~ dek (13n), 

4f-i = /:ek {pk + ek(v + A’?‘)) deke t1 4u) 
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Finally the potential is again brought to its initial value v. 
The corresponding changes in free energy are 

IV. Af, = 0 (6a), LIP” = 0 (13a), .4j’” = 0. (14a) 

For the total change in the whole cycle one therefore finds 

Af, = 0 (6a), Afu = 0 (13a), dfu = - ek dg, deR. (14a) 

Thus in conclusion it is clear that only formulae (6~2) or (13~) lead 
to correct results. 
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